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Pexels License/Lukas/Pexels.com Data analysis seems abstract and complicated, but it delivers answers to real world problems, especially for businesses. By taking qualitative factors, data analysis can help businesses develop action plans, make marketing and sales decisions, and excel in a crowded marketplace. If you are running a business or just
interested in the concepts, you can use this guide to learn the basics of data analysis. What is Data Analysis?Data analysis is what happens under the larger umbrella of data analytics. Analysis of qualitative data allows businesses to run data analytics on a larger scope and address company-wide issues such as productivity and performance. What data
analysis involves is evaluating qualitative data in the hopes of establishing a reason for something that has happened. It can also identify patterns that then inform business decisions.What is Qualitative Data?In essence, qualitative data is non-numerical data. It might include customer behavior, such as how and when a consumer clicks on a link. It can
also include customer feedback, transcripts, or recordings of sales calls.The Different Categories of Data AnalyticsThere are four main categories of analytics: descriptive, diagnostic, predictive and prescriptive. Descriptive analytics documents what has happened over a certain period of time. Diagnostic analytics assess the why in an event: Did an
election affect sales in November? Predictive analytics looks to the future and determines what will happen based on previous, similar events and models. Finally, prescriptive analytics assesses data then makes recommendations based on that data analysis.Developing a HypothesisAs a first step, you want to develop a hypothesis for whatever event or
behavior you want to explain via your data analysis. Is the heat during the summer affecting beer sales? Are the bright colors on a landing page driving more customers through your sales funnel or fewer? Take a moment to develop a workable theory for the why, then use your data analysis to prove or disprove your hypothesis.Analyzing Your
DataThe first step in any data analysis is segmenting the data optimally. You want to look at the metrics that most directly affect your hypothesis. Segment your data by category, looking at factors such as time or location. You can also code data to make it easier to analyze. Next, look over the data to spot trends and spikes. Finally, assess the impact
of any trends that you spotted in your assessment of the data.Developing an Action PlanIdeally, data analysis leads to actionable decisions that improve business performance. If possible, compare your results with comparable research in your space or niche. Funnel your results into a report that you can share with your team for discussion on an
ongoing basis. MORE FROM QUESTIONSANSWERED.NET Shares of Plug Power are up smartly Monday, gaining more than 10% on the day. In our Nov. 22 PLUG review we wrote that, "Traders who are long PLUG can continue to hold but I would raise stops to $36 from $31.The stock market can be a fickle place, as we’ve seen this year. Starting
early in January, all the main indexes fell, in a broad-based sell-off caused, at least in part, by worries over inflation and the Federal Reserve’s decision to start raising interest rates in response. The promised end of the central bank’s long-standing easy money policy spooked investors. The currents shifted in mid-March, however, after the Fed pulled
the trigger with a quarter-point rate hike. The collective mind calmInvestor's Business DailyThe Dow Jones gained. Twitter exploded on news Tesla CEO Elon Musk has bought shares. The Donald Trump SPAC plummeted.There are a multiple headwinds buffeting the markets right now, pushing stocks, bonds, and commodities in various directions.
Between stubbornly high inflation, the war in Ukraine, the persistence of COVID, and even the developing instability in Chinese real estate, the possible shocks that can hit the market are enough to make any investor’s head spin. They are also a strong inducement to start taking a defensive stance on an investment portfolio. At least, that’s the bottom
line from Morgan StTelecom giant AT&T (NYSE: T) spent years, and tens of billions of dollars, attempting to turn itself into a media conglomerate. It acquired DirecTV to bolster its video business, and after nearly two years of legal wrangling, it successfully acquired Time Warner in an $85 billion deal that closed in June 2018. Time Warner, now
known as WarnerMedia, brought with it valuable properties including Warner Bros, HBO, and Turner.NEW YORK/WASHINGTON (Reuters) -The United States stopped the Russian government on Monday from paying holders of its sovereign debt more than $600 million from reserves held at U.S. banks, in a move meant to ratchet up pressure on
Moscow and eat into its holdings of dollars. Under sanctions put in place after Russia invaded Ukraine on Feb. 24, foreign currency reserves held by the Russian central bank at U.S. financial institutions were frozen. But the Treasury Department had been allowing the Russian government to use those funds to make coupon payments on dollardenominated sovereign debt on a case-by-case basis.It's time for investors to prepare for the end of an era of low rates and slow growth that ruled since the 2008 global financial crisis, says BlackRock's Tony DeSpirito.(Bloomberg) -- Exxon Mobil Corp. signaled its highest profit since 2008 as Russia’s war in Ukraine upended global commodity
markets.Most Read from BloombergA 30-Year-Old Crypto Billionaire Wants to Give His Fortune AwayElon Musk Takes 9.2% Stake in Twitter After Hinting at Shake-UpU.S. Drones for Ukraine Will Include Latest Tank KillersUkraine Update: Zelenskiy to Address UN Body; China Holds TalksChina Finds New Virus Subtype as Daily Cases Exceed
13,000Exxon’s announcement that first-quarter rAn unpopular stock in an unpopular sector, Sundial Growers (NASDAQ: SNDL) took a fresh share price hit on Monday. During an otherwise good day for the market, the Canadian marijuana company's stock fell by 4% on news that a voluntary ban on share trading by top managers has been accepted
by a regulator. On Friday night, Sundial announced that the Alberta Securities Commission -- its principal regulator -- had granted the company a management cease trade order, or MCTO.In this article, we discuss Charlie Munger’s thoughts on China and his 5 favorite stock picks. If you want to read about some more stocks in the Charlie Munger
portfolio, go directly to Charlie Munger’s 2 Favorite Stock Picks. Charlie Munger, the founder and chief of Daily Journal Corporation, is one of the most famous […](Bloomberg) -- The recent rebound in equity markets will prove short-lived, one of Wall Street’s most vocal bears said on Monday, advising investors to seek refuge in bonds as economic
growth slows. Most Read from BloombergA 30-Year-Old Crypto Billionaire Wants to Give His Fortune AwayChina Finds New Virus Subtype as Daily Cases Exceed 13,000Elon Musk Takes 9.2% Stake in Twitter After Hinting at Shake-UpUkraine Update: More Talks Possible Even as Bucha Outrage GrowsUkraine Update: Kyiv Warns RusNext month,
the iconic Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJINDICES: ^DJI) will celebrate its 126th "birthday." Since its debut in May 1896, the Dow Jones has evolved from a 12-stock index that was predominantly dominated by industrial companies into a 30-component index filled with a diverse group of profitable and time-tested businesses. Although we often
think of the Dow's components as slower-growing, mature businesses, these companies can still pack a punch and make patient investors a lot richer.Fisker (NYSE: FSR) may be behind other electric vehicle (EV) start-ups with the release of its first commercial vehicle, but it seems there are plenty of customers willing to wait. Investors in Fisker
haven't had much to feel good about over the past year as shares have mostly treaded water. Fisker is offering four models of the Ocean SUV that are being manufactured under a contract agreement by 60-year-old automotive industry supplier Magna International.There's no obvious news driving the stock up today -- but there was some news last
week. Specifically, in a mid-day note Friday, investment bank Citigroup suggested that the eventual size of the metaverse could be anywhere from $8 trillion to $13 trillion. Today, however, investors seem to be clueing in to the opportunity for Unity to capitalize on selling 3D software for use in building the metaverse.A quick look at the charts shows
just how volatile this year has been for markets. It looks something like a carpenter’s saw, with a jagged-toothed pattern, trending down and then back up. The key to the pattern is, volatility has increased this year. Uncertainty is rising, and it’s getting more and more difficult to predict where the stock market will go. What the retail investor needs is
a clear signal, some sign writ large and easy-to-read, to point the way forward. We can start with the insiHe also criticized the proposed delisting of Russian companies' depositary receipts from foreign exchanges, saying this would increase risks and undermine the rights of shareholders. Russian President Vladimir Putin has ordered that natural gas,
exported mostly to Europe, be paid for in roubles instead of foreign currency following sweeping Western sanctions over Ukraine. European capitals have rejected the demand, which Germany said amounted to "blackmail".Cathie Wood's ARK Innovation ETF purchases 867,331 shares of UiPath, the robotic-process automation software company, on
Monday.(Bloomberg) -- Cyclical shares tied to the U.S. economy’s health including banks, homebuilders and transports are struggling against the broader stock market, a telltale sign that investors remain hesitant to pour money into riskier corners of the market, according to BTIG, a U.S. brokerage firm. Most Read from BloombergA 30-Year-Old
Crypto Billionaire Wants to Give His Fortune AwayElon Musk Takes 9.2% Stake in Twitter After Hinting at Shake-UpUkraine Update: Zelenskiy to Address UN Body; SignalRussia’s invasion of Ukraine and penalizing sanctions against Moscow have roiled financial markets and wreaked havoc on global supply chains in recent weeks. Jamie Dimon
thinks the worst is yet to come.The Apple CEO is demanding that workers come back one day a week. Some aren’t having it: “I already know I won’t be able to deal with the commute and sitting around for 8 hours.”
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